Registration Form
I WISH TO ENROL IN:
FOUNDATIONS WORKSHOP
g 1st, 3rd, 10th and 17th March 2021
ADVANCED WORKSHOP
g 7th, 21st, 28th June and 5th July 2021
PERSONAL DETAILS
SURNAME: ..................................................................
FIRST NAME: ...............................................................

This is an online interactive course. You will require a
reliable internet connection as course will be conducted
via Zoom.
Times: Four evening sessions
6.00pm - 9.00pm (AEST Melbourne/Sydney)
Foundations: 1st, 3rd, 10th and 17th March 2021
Advanced: 7th, 21st, 28th June and 5th July 2021

Developmental
Shiatsu for Babies
ONLINE INTERACTIVE LIVE
WORKSHOP

CPD Points:
Foundations: 12 CPD
Advanced: 12 CPD
Note: Upon completion of the Advanced course you will
be issued with a certificate of completion.

ADDRESS: ....................................................................
............................................................................................................
................................................................
PHONE: .......................................................................
EMAIL: .........................................................................
g Student No.: .........................................................
g Prof. Association No.: ..........................................
PAYMENT METHOD
Credit Card: g VISA or g MASTERCARD

gggg gggg gggg gggg
Expiry: gg/gg
Amount payable: $ ...................................................

Prices
Foundations:
Professional Association Member:
Full Rate:			
Student (Full time - undergraduate):

$595
$645
$495

Advanced:
Professional Association Member:
Full Rate:			
Student (Full time - undergraduate):

$595
$645
$495

Includes one on one sessions with Karin to recieve
feedback on techniques taught in class

Contact Us
FOR MORE INFO
VISIT OUR WEBPAGE OR FACEBOOK
WWW.CHINABOOKS.COM.AU
WWW.FACEBOOK.COM/CHINABOOKSAU

CHINA BOOKS
Level 2, 234 Swanston Street,
Melbourne VIC 3000
Phone: (03) 9663-8822
E-mail: info@chinabooks.com.au

Presented by

Karin Kalbantner-Wernicke
FOUNDATIONS LEVEL:
1st, 3rd, 10th and 17th March 2021
ADVANCED LEVEL:
7th, 21st, 28th June and 5th July 2021

What You Will Learn
Introduction
The first 18 months of a child’s life is a
key developmental stage. The first human
connection we have is through physical
touch and not words. It promotes motor,
sensory, emotional, as well as energetic
development in our first years of living and
therefore supporting the very foundation
of our entire late life.
This realisation stems stems from the
‘Model of Energetic Development’ which
is the basis of Developmental Shiatsu. It
describes the energetic levels of development and therapeutic approaches tailored
to them.
Based on a holistic concept, Developmental Shiatsu promotes healthy development
in children and adults by engaging specific
touching techniques. Simultaneously, it
is a treating method supporting management of certain symptoms (e.g. issues associated with delayed child development).

“A must do course that deepens your understanding of western and eastern child
development. You come away confident
to work with babies and children, but also
with a framework that is applicable to all
ages and clients”

- E. Harrison (Shiatsu Practitioner)

FOUNDATION WORKSHOP
∙ Baby and child development:
- Western (Motor/Sensory)
- Eastern (Three families of early meridians)
∙ Development of perception
∙ Shiatsu treatment techniques for babies/
infants
∙ Handling of babies
∙ Energetic findings
∙ Contraindications
∙ Transfer and application of Developmental
Shiatsu in adult treatments through identified
‘life themes’
∙ You are required to send three videos to Karin,
demonstrating the techniques discussed in class. You
will then recieve feedback from Karin via a one-onone video session.
ADVANCED WORKSHOP*
∙ Revision of the basic treatment protocols of
the 3 meridian families
∙ Further understanding of sensory development
∙ ‘Energetic’ assessment - diagnosis & appropriate treatment approaches
∙ Developmental disharmonies
∙ Examples of common childhood illnesses
∙ Exercises and games to support babie’s development
∙ Example of mother/baby class
∙ Transfer of knowledge of child-specific development and treatments to an adult context
An assessment will be required upon completion
of each workshop and feedback from Karin will be
provided
* Prerequisite: Completion of the foundation workshop
is required to participate in the advanced workshop

About Karin
Karin Kalbantner-Wernicke
initially trained as a paediatric physiotherapist and
went on to study shiatsu in
Japan.
In 1985, together with
her husband Dr Thomas
Wernicke, they founded a
paediatric clinic and an institute for complementary and alternative medicine in Germany.
Karin is an experienced Shiatsu practitioner,
international teacher and author with over 30
years experience. She has taught throughout
Europe, Japan and USA. Her recent publications
include Baby Shiatsu: Gentle touch to help your
baby thrive with Tina Haase (recommended
reading for this course) and Children at their
Best with Bettye Jo Wray-Fears (Singing Dragon).
Author of the ‘Baby Shiatsu: Gentle Touch To
Help Your Baby Thrive’ and ‘Children At Their
Best’

